AJAY KUMAR GARG INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT GHAZIABAD

PARENT/ GUARDIAN UNDERTAKING

Fee Related

1- I………………………………………..Parent/Guardian of……………………….., admitted in MBA Course during the session 2018-19, hereby undertake to pay the total fee to the Institute for the period of the entire course, in case my ward withdraws admission in midstream resulting in infillable/permanent vacancy on grounds other than those permissible (substantial and sustainable) by U.P. State Govt. Orders and All India Council For Technical Education (AICTE).

2- I further undertake to have no claim on any refundable part of the total fee already deposited by me unless the above - stated criteria in point 1 (one) is fulfilled by me.

3- I fully understand the pros and cons of signing this document and willingly give my consent to abide by it both in words and deeds.

Signature of Parent :……………………………………..
Name in Full :……………………………………..
Relationship with Students :……………………………………..
Date :……………………………………..

Signature of Student :……………………………………..
Full Name of Student :……………………………………..
Course :……………………………………..
Branch :……………………………………..
Date :…………………………………..